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ABSTRACT 

In Uzbek literature, the image of a animal is an integral part of narratives. From 

folklore to modern literature, a wide variety of animal images are represented in our 

literary works. Indeed, horses, dogs, and wolves are especially described as a 

symbolic meaning.  
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Different fictional types of horses namely boychibor, girot, samantoy, qorako'z 

are described as loyal friends of man in Uzbek folklore works.  Those animal images 

show how close connection has between human and nature.  In a number of works by 

folklor schoolar Sh. Turdimov, he gives a number of considerable ideas about the role 

of the horse cult in Uzbek folk epics.  According to him, in ancient Turks, the horse 

was revered as a God of sun.
1
 

Qualitative changes in our literature are also reflected in the narratives. The 

new processes and spiritual-methodological researches in our prose are obviously 

shown in the novel genre. In particular, the core issue of the classical literature is to 

realize humanity, to investigate inner secrets of human nature, to explore the 

mysteries of his heart that are difficult to explain, to reach deeper into his 

consciousness.  “In the process of literary imaginaton, there have been significant 

changes in the poetics of the narrative, the internal divisions of it  require a deeper 

understanding of the images  of the genre. This division of the narrative depends on 

the changes in poetic methods and means, the renewal of ideological and semantic 

features
2
. 

In our modern literature, the image of an animal is one of considerable  images. 

In particular,  in the works of Togay Murad we can see the heroes who see the Uzbek 

                                                           
1
 Sh. Turdimov. Genesis and evolutionary stages of "Gorogli" epics. T, 2011        
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  U.Rasulova. “The star of East” 2016-7 
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identity as courage and nationalism. They are the typical representatives of the 

Uzbeks In his works, the author introduced the beautiful uzbek analogies of 

nationalism into literature. Adib o„zining kichik asarlarida dunyo qadar ma‟no yuklay 

olgan ajoyib ijodkor edi. The writer was a great creator who was able to add huge 

meaning  in his small works. How close relationship between man and animal can be 

felt in his narrative namely "Ot kishnagan oqshom"  (the night horse neighted. The 

author's story has gain the respect of a number of literary scholars and readers. In this 

story, the author  creates a unique literary sculpture about the national sport, kurash.     

  The  main  protagonist of the work - Tarlon - enters the heart of the reader as 

a dear person, acquaintance  and friend. The protagonist of the narrative, horse rider, 

Ziyodulla  is an ordinary man living among the commonunity. But, he is so brave and  

honest  man at the same time. These words of the author in the language of the 

protagonist reveal his character in a elegent way: “Brothers, the car is iron! No life!  

Lifeless  iron cannot be friend with man! Iron has no heart! A horse is a man's friend! 

Because a horse has a soul and a heart!”
3
 These descriptions are likely to remind a 

warning to the man of  21
st
 century who can't imagine his life without smartphones or 

, technological equipments. Togay  Murad  simply reminds the reader about this 

danger in his own speech style. The protagonist does not follow  the socio-political 

problems of the time, all sorts of paperwork and illusions. he only wants to answer to 

his pure conscience, to his faith. This is a value that will never lose its value.  The 

rider said to the horse, “dear   Tarlon,  you are my little  brother, . Well, I don't call 

them brothers anymore. You are my brother. You are my brother,  Tarlon  dear 

Tarlon, you are my nephew. Well, I don't call them nephew anymore. You are my 

nephew, Tarlon. You support me, Tarlon. If it  doesn't look like on his nephew, who 

looks like in character, Tarlon dear Tarlon, you are my older brother. That's it, I don't 

call them brothers anymore. You are my brother, Tarlon. I don't have a brother  

anymore,  I don't care. Tarlon, you are my brother. That's it, I don't call them brothers 

anymore. You are my brother, Tarlon dear Tarlon, you are my brother. These lines go 

deep into the heart of every age, because every human being needs a friend, a 

sympathizer  is in a both present and past   materialistic world. Realizing this, the 

writer realizes being friend with a  horse are better rather than  human  who  are  

under paperwork and fakeness. 

                                                           
3
 T. Murad. "the Night a horse neighted." T, 2017 
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Normurad Norkobilov is one of the most active writers in Uzbek prose in 

recent years. In Uzbek prose, he compares the complex relationship between man, 

nature and the wildlife. In his works, the closeness and friendship of animals and 

man, as well as the fact that man is a "unique creature of the universe", he is ruthless 

due to own inferiority  even than an animal, and man should learns courage and 

cruelty from that wildlife  creatures. These meaningful statements are very strikingly 

illuminated by the author.  For example, the author's story "Qoyalar ham yig'laydi" 

(Rocks also cry)  describes  connection among the rock, the spring, the stone, the 

spruce, the bear, the dog, the human and the nature . Ernazar is a man of nature with 

his thoughts  He knows the rituals of society, he understands the progress of science 

and technology, he sees that times and people are changing. Unlike the horse rider 

Ziyodulla, Ernazar was not only a wrestler, but also one of the most well-konwledged  

men of his time. Ernazar wanted all the young men in the wrestler's family to be 

brave and faithful.
4
 His dogs passed the test of courage. Every year, the wrestler 

would  conface  a bear of the selected dogs that were young.    The dogs that faced 

the bear would change suddenly, and only a brave dog by nature could stand up to the 

bear. Cowardly dogs were left behind. Ernazar took special care of only the dogs he 

could meet with the wrestler bear, as he was a purebred rare breed. He would kill the 

rest so as not to  multiply the cowards. The narrative  focuses on  the case. Osar, the 

coward and timid son of Ernazar Polvan, did not have a trace of such eternal values 

as courage and bravery, even as an animal that could face a bear. These events create 

an inter-image conflict in the work. Even the wrath of nature falls on the father-son 

relationship, and unworthy son was a  murder of the  rock. 

 In short, in both stories the animals served to reveal the different purposes of 

the writers. The first story is about human and animal friendship and love, while the 

second story is about the animal's courage and bravery. In addition, the animal 

appears as a symbolic image. And the skill of our writers is that both themes have  

been absorbed  in a small amount, which never have lost their relevance over time. 
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